Fiat truck 2017

The Brazilian arm of the automaker has released this photo of the compact truck, but with only a
few savory details. Its size is still compact, especially when compared to the Chevrolet
Colorado. The Fiat is a full 20 inches shorter than a Colorado Extended Cab. Like most trucks,
the Toro will give customers a wide range of configurations to choose from, including three trim
levels, both 2WD and 4WD configurations, and two engine choices, including a turbodiesel. Fiat
says the Toro will have the luxury car-like features with seating for five. The Toro is expected to
make its full debut by the end of with sales starting in the early parts of According to the limited
information released by Fiat, the Toro pictured here is likely the range-topping Country model. It
includes LED daytime running lights, chrome accents, a faux front skid plate, and premium
wheels. Other trim levels include the base Urban and midline Adrenaline trims. Admittedly, the
Toro is a handsome truck. Fiat has not specified if the Toro will feature an Avalanche-like
mid-gate that opens the bed into the cab. Expect funky looks with plenty of interesting cubby
spaces and cup holders. Navigation is likely on upper trim levels, while a touch-screen
infotainment system could come standard. Two engines are said to be available: a 1. Three
transmissions are available and include a six-speed manual, six-speed automatic, and a
nine-speed automatic. And of course, customers can choose between 2WD and 4WD
configurations. The 1. However, powertrain choices and combinations are supposedly limited
within certain trim levels. The base Urban trim comes only with the 1. The midlevel Adrenaline
only comes in FWD as well, but is powered by the 2. Opt for the Country trim, and 4WD is the
only drivetrain selection, but the 1. The Ranger competes with things like the Toyota Hilux for
customers needing utility, but who still need room for people. The Ranger offers three engine
options with four output levels. Compared to other trucks, the Ford is decidedly high-tech. Read
more about the Ford Ranger here. A strong set of engines, automatic and manual
transmissions, and both 2WD and 4WD mean most customers can choose their ideal
powertrain. Both the Extended and Crew Cabs are offered as well. One shared aspect of both
the global and U. Making horsepower and pound-feet of torque, the Duramax is the choice for
hauling while keeping fuel economy numbers in check. Read more about the Chevrolet
Colorado here. Offering an alternative to the rough-and-tumble trucks with something that is
more comfortable yet still offers truck-like features could bring new customers to the brand.
Whether the brand chooses to compete in the U. Mark McNabb. Mark McNabb was a contributor
at TopSpeed from to Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Fiat Toro. Competing Vehicles.
Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. It appears Fiat is developing a
midsize pickup truck that slots above its compact Strada pickup. The news comes as our spy
photographer captured these shots during a recent cold-weather test session. That far-fetched
concept was more of a design study, so expect if any of its wild features make it to production,
they will be heavily toned down. Regardless of looks, the main question at hand is whether Ram
will take advantage of the partnership and bring the truck to the U. The midsize Dakota has been
dead since , leaving Chrysler out of the midsize truck fight. So will Ram bring back the Dakota?
Keep reading for more speculation. Barely any distinguishable feature sticks out beyond its
general shape. Even that is hidden with the camper shell riding over the cargo bed.
Nevertheless, there is much to see. First, its size. Judging by the wheels and the surrounding
landscape, the truck appears to be roughly the same size as the Chevy Colorado. Four large
doors dominate its flanks while a large grille with openings above and below the bumper keep
the internals cool. The grille appears to have chrome horizontal bars as decoration. Structurally,
the truck rides on a unibody-style platform, evidenced by the lack of gap between the cab and
bed. The continuous pinch weld is clearly seen running from under the doors and curving into
the rear wheel well. This indicates the truck will be focused on more light-duty tasks rather than
competing for towing titles or maximum cargo weight. From the shots our spy photog was able
to snap, not much of the interior is visible. As with the interior, there are no shots of the engine
bay. Nevertheless, let the speculation continue! Those engines range from the 2. The U. Also
powering the ProMaster is the 3. In that application, the gas engine makes horsepower and
pound-feet of torque. In other applications like the Ram , the Pentastar makes a respectable
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Of course, the most desirable engine any U. With
horsepower and pound-feet of torque, the turbodiesel would make this midsize truck a
powerhouse that also got great fuel economy. For global applications, expect Fiat to offer a
six-speed manual transmission as standard equipment. Remember that pinch weld running
from the cab to the bed and how that indicates this prototype truck is riding on a unibody
platform? Well rumors suggest the platform is borrowed from the Fiat Freemont, a. If this is
true, expect some heavy structural reinforcements to be in place. Now take a gander at that rear
suspension. The unusual independent design utilizes coil springs and rear-mounted shocks,
along with a forward-facing trailing arm. Diverting power to the wheels are half-shafts
connected to a center differential. That rear diff appears to be the same unit found in AWD

Freemonts and Journeys, though likely with some substantial reinforcements. Still at the rear,
those brakes are old-school drums. A five-lug bolt pattern further suggest light-duty
capabilities. Expect an independent suspension up front with MacPherson struts doing the
dampening while disc brakes handle the braking. Read our full review here Also new on the
horizon is the updated Toyota Hilux. Like the Ranger, the Hilux is more of a scaled-down
version of a full-size truck rather than an up-sized crossover. Whether that will include North
America is still in question. Consider the Honda Ridgeline, for example. With the help of Ram
and the grand resources at FCA, Fiat should have all the tools it needs to build a competitive
truck that appeals to those who might otherwise drive a crossover. Mark McNabb. Mark McNabb
was a contributor at TopSpeed from to Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Related
Manufacturers. Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. Here is a list of currently available used Fiat trucks for sale at Mascus. You may
sort the ads of Fiat trucks by price, year of production, meter readout or country. There is also a
list of all used Fiat trucks grouped by model. You can also learn about Fiat trucks in Mascus
Brands section. Curtain Side Trucks 3. Krakowska 44 7d. Other Trucks Spain, Asturias. Other
Trucks 24, miles Italy, Cuneo, Italy. Other Trucks Spain, Alicante. Other Trucks Spain, Sta. Other
Trucks Spain, Islas Baleares. Other Trucks Spain, Valencia. Other Trucks Spain, Ciudad Real.
Reefer Trucks 0. Dump Trucks 70, miles Germany. Other Trucks Spain, Sevilla. Other Trucks
Spain, Madrid. Other Trucks Spain, Burgos. Place a Classified Ad. Register Log in. I can't
remember my password. Log in Cancel. Currency USD. Can't find what you are looking for?
Submit a want ad. Mascus Blog News. Most attractive brands of used trucks and industrial
transportation vehicles for buyers on Mascus. Covid Tips and best practices for used heavy
equipment and trucks sellers. Number of ads: Fiat 1. Fiat Seicento Van 1. Fiat Fiorino Comercial
Cargo 1. Fiat Ducato Reefer Trucks 0. Fiat Scudo Combi 10 Standard Sem. Fiat Fiorino
Comercial Combi 1. Page 1 2 3 Create an Email Alert. Create email alert for new ads Create. Fiat
Trucks The Fiat started producing its Fiat trucks and commercial vehicles in Nowadays, their
most prominent truck models are Ducato and Iveco. Fiat trucks are known for their style and
sustainability, which has won them many advocates among the satisfied customers. The Fiat
Ducato is a big van that could be easily converted into a motorized home. This model has been
upgraded three times in order to meet the demands of different customers, including those on
the European market. Fiat Scudo, the medium-sized truck model has also undergone quite a few
changes before it finally reached its present design. At first, this model was designed to carry
the weight of to kilos. After the upgrade, the current model can carry a weight of to kilos. Fiat
company has regularly co-worked with various vehicle manufacturers to produce even better
versions for specific markets. Fiat is also the environmentally-conscious company, striving to
provide good quality products for its customers. Read more Close. Back to top. Mascus local
sites: Mascus USA. Services Dealer services User services Directory. Share on Facebook.
Please use a standard email format xxx xxxxxxxx. This field is required. Cancel Send. All rights
reserved. Fiat demonstrates the intrinsic biblical-endorsed power of words through a simple
spelling exercise. Simple, isn't it? And there were cars alright. The first FIAT branded
automobile rolled out the factory sometime in Engineered by talented Ceirano employee
Faccioli, the coach-looking car was powered by a 2 cylinder archaic Boxer 3 hp engine. The
investment group heads approached Faciolli on developing a front-engined vehicle. Faciolli's
response was not the expected one: he resigned. Like any company would have done, a
replacement was sought and found in the blink of an eye. Enrico took on the job and in a year's
time he presented a new 1. As time went by, the company gained in popularity and although it
was becoming bigger by the day, it still hadn't exited its lengthy development and research
stages. Pre-war time was soon to be over and FIAT would plunge in boringly new production
stages to cover for aircraft and tank demands. Post-war times however would bring Fiat lots of
sales-figures related merriment â€” the Cavalli designed model was built in over 45, units by
After experimenting with some floppy luxurious big engined models, Fiat resumed the
development of its highly popular models. The result was the , a light weight vehicle that
exceeded every FIAT sales record to that time: by , it had sold in more than 90, units. A series of
newer models that matched or even surpassed the popularity of those before them were later
released, some of the most notable having been the Tipo Ballila. Sporting cc 25hp and 36 hp
engines, the car was adopted by foreign producers. License-built rebadged versions of the
Ballila were successfully sold in Germany, Czechoslovakia and France. When the war came Fiat
was enjoyed an even greater popularity thanks to its top-selling models at the time, the and the ,
almost known as the Millecento. Although no major improvements were made in the immediate
post-war years, the Italian company reached the amazing threshold of 1 million units of the
model â€” the Topolino replacement -sold. Still, Fiat had now ended growing. The released
twin-cylinder Nuova model was built in over 3 million units. In the same tradition of developing

immensely popular models, FIAT launched the in , a car that would become one of the most
widely known, right next to the The Fiat sports cars had their own share of acclaim, especially
the Dino V6 equipped with the cc Ferrari double overhead camshaft engine. Speaking of Ferrari,
it was later absorbed by Fiat, in to be precise. The same year, Lancia was acquired. Presently,
Fiat is developing a new range of sedans and city cars and has hi the jackpot with the rival of
the and the Punto models. FIAT e hatchbacks Electric. FIAT sedans Gasoline. FIAT hatchbacks
Gasoline. FIAT convertibles Gasoline. The Fiat Fullback Cross comes with a 2. You have two
transmissions choices, a six-speed manual or a five-speed automatic. There are four modes you
can select from. There is a central differential, that works with three electronically controlled
clutch modes which manage torque to the wheels. Why is it a potential basis for a Ram Dakota?
The Mitsubishi-sourced turbo-diesel makes more torque than the V6 engines used in many
North American-sold mid-sized trucks, but well under the baby Duramax diesel used in the GM
twins. The bottom line is, this is the closest FCA can get to producing a mid-sized pickup truck
with minimal investment. I would suspect, if they make a go of it, FCA will test-fit their:
Pentastar V6, 3-liter V6 turbo-diesel, and turbocharged I4 in this rig too. It looks like the unusual
flying buttress is a type of tie-down component to boot. They call it a textured black sport bar. Is
this wishful thinking? If FCA can heavily revise the exterior design and make it affordable, they
may have something competitive to sell. Home TFLbids. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot
your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. The Fast Lane Truck.
Home Brand dodge. Speaking of midsize pickup trucksâ€¦. Popular Posts. Latest Reviews.
Andre Smirnov - February 12, 0. This new Chevy Silverado Jackal truck by Paxpower. January
25, January 21, December 24, December 17, October 25, Latest News. Zach Butler - February 16,
0. Recent reports strongly hint at GM's intention to build a supercharged Escalade â€” a notion
Cadillac dismissed as "complete speculation" when we asked them. Video: Is The Honeymoon
Over? These Are the Things I Love January 16, January 2, November 26, November 2, August 2,
Which is More Reliable: 3. Which Silverado Engine to Get: 5. August 31, All rights reserved.
Although the one-tonne, 4x4 pick-up market is booming globally, the big sales for trucks like the
new Fiat Fullback are in the Southern Hemisphere. It means company car drivers can save
thousands of pounds in tax by switching to a luxuriously equipped double cab pick-up. It also
explains why 80 per cent of the pick-ups sold here are high-spec versions with leather
upholstery, top-of-the-range touchscreen systems, big flashy alloy wheels and auto gearboxes
â€” and not the utilitarian load-luggers the taxman probably had in mind when creating the
concession. Though the pick-up market is fresh territory for Fiat, the company has taken a very
effective shortcut as â€” badges apart - the Fullback is an exact copy of the Mitsubishi L , and
built on the same production line. Its primary objective is to satisfy managers of Fiat-badged
fleets who have company car drivers crying out for a tax-efficient pick-up option. Standard kit
includes a bhp version of the 2. Picking the higher LX spec gives you more power with a bhp
version of the same engine, plus the choice of six-speed manual or five-speed auto gears. At
the very top end of the range sits the Fullback Cross. This model gets all the same bells and
whistles as the LX model, but it sports tougher looks and is more capable off road thanks to the
addition of a fully locking rear differential. The Fiat Fullback shares its high-tech common-rail
turbodiesel engine with the Mitsubishi L , and like its sister-model comes with two power
options â€” bhp or bhp. The lower-powered variant manages a very competitive combined cycle
fuel consumption figure of The higher-powered bhp version manages The official combined
cycle figure dips to The larger engine is the only option available under the bonnet of the
Fullback Cross. However while the Fiat is only in warranty for three years, you can drive it for up
to , miles. The depth of the load bed is mm, and there are plenty of lashing points in the interior
of the load area. The HMRC stipulates a standard agreed weight of 45kgs for such items, even
though many weigh a lot more. As such, any hardtop-equipped Fullback does still meet the
one-tonne carrying capacity required by HMRC to make it eligible for commercial vehicle
company vehicle tax rates. This is down on the latest Nissan Navara , which can tow up to
3,kgs. If you have to maneouvre in tight sites or off-road, that could be significant. Indeed,
compared to the previous generation L the newcomer features greater chassis reinforcement
and more inherent strength, before you even start to look at the new technology features that
have been introduced. Still, the features on offer will be very reassuring to drivers potentially
moving to the sector from their company cars. This is one the most reassuring items on the
spec sheet of rivals like the Nissan Navara or VW Amarok when driving seriously off-road,
especially when loaded up, and is a surprising omission. Since the new 2. It idles quietly, and
you can hardly hear the engine at motorway cruising speeds, although there is some road
noise. The fastest Navara will hit mph in Like the L, the Fullback comes with two different drive
systems. The SX â€” which is manual only â€” has a three-position switch to control high ratio
2wd, and low- and high-ratio 4wd. It means you have the option of two- or four-wheel-drive on

tarmac, plus the option to lock the centre differential to improve traction. The same Super Select
system on the Fullback Cross features a locking rear differential too, so it's the one to think
about if you'll be doing serious off-roading. And while the pick-up is well equipped, both the
Navara and Amarok beat it for that all-important premium ambience. Access is good too, thanks
to the rear doors, but as is common in the pick-up sector low seats mean rear passengers sit
with their knees up. Cheapest Cheapest vehicles Our 'cheapest' pick is the model with the
lowest on the road retail price. Most Economical Most economical vehicles Our 'most
economical' pick is the model with the best fuel economy on the WLTP combined cycle. Fastest
Fastest vehicles Our 'fastest' pick is the model with the fastest time for the mph or mph sprint.
Skip to Content Skip to Footer. In-depth reviews Home Fiat. Overall Auto Express Rating. More
reviews. Load Space and Practicality. Reliability and Safety. Driving and Performance. Cab and
Interior. Which Is Best Cheapest Cheapest vehicles Our 'cheapest' pick is the model with the
lowest on the road retail price. See More Stats. Share this on Twitter Share this on Facebook
Email. More on Fullback. Show me: Fullback Pi
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ck-up. Fiat Fullback pick-up truck axed from Fiat range. Fiat Fullback Pick-up 30 Apr Poor sales
and new emissions laws mean the Fiat Fullback pick-up truck has been axed from the Fiat
model range. New Fiat Fullback Cross review. Fiat Fullback Pick-up 9 Nov The upmarket Fiat
Fullback Cross pick-up adds rugged styling and extra kit, but is it worth the extra cash? Fiat
Fullback Cross posh pick-up joins the range. Fiat Fullback Pick-up 7 Sep The Fiat Fullback
range is set to expand with new top-of-the-line Cross model. Fiat Fullback vs Mitsubishi L Fiat
Fullback 17 May The Fiat Fullback and Mitsubishi L pick-up trucks have a lot in common, but
which one edges ahead as our class favourite? New Fiat Fullback Cross aims to capture
lifestyle market. Fiat Fullback 14 Mar Fiat has launched a new style-oriented Cross version of its
Fullback pick-up, with sporty tweaks and extra kit. UK prices and specs announced for new Fiat
Fullback pick-up. Fiat Fullback 17 Jun Skip to Header Skip to Content.

